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Benefits of Cedrec

Introduction

At Cedrec, we're all about making legislation simple, saving you
time and providing assurance that you are up-to-date with ever
changing legislation.

We cover environment, energy, safety and planning, and are perfect
to help you with your management system.

We've been doing this since 1994 and we're really good at it.

We've got an experienced, specialist team who are here to make
your job easier.

We pride ourselves on our personal approach to customer care and
offer a number of bespoke services including:

Subscriptions

Consultancy

Training
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Click on the white star to the right of every document on
Cedrec, and when it turns purple, you''ll know it has been
added to your Favourites list.

Favourites

Each user can set up their own personal favourites list to
store relevant legislation and guidance.

In conjunction with the colour coded indication system,
Cedrec make the process of updating your legal register
simple and easy to manage.

Keeping up-to-date is easy

Updates

Cedrec is updated on a daily basis, so you can be assured you are
viewing the most up-to-date legislation, regulation or guidance.

A handy colour-coded system notifies you of any changes and
hyperlinks help define and clarify important information.

You’ll be able to set filters for your relevant geographical locations
and search between specific dates.

Stay ahead of the game with a unique feature that provides
information on any planned changes up to ten years in the future.

Favourites

Each user can set up your ownpersonal favourites listwhere you
can store relevant legislation. and guidance In conjunctionwith
our colour
coded system, Cedrecmake the process of updating your legal
register simple and easy tomanage.
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Simplicity is key

Summaries and overviews

We take legislation and make it easy to understand. It’s
written in Plain English, cuts through the legal jargon
and tells you what you need to know.

Guidance

At the bottom of each summary, you’ll find relevant
'legislation specific' guidance documents in PDF format.

Full Text

All Full Text is consolidated and up-to-date, so you won't
miss a thing.



Usability
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Usability

Multi-user accounts

Cedrec subscriptions are sold on a 'per site' basis.

This means that anyone based at the licensed address can have
their own user account, which they can personalise to suit their
own requirements.

A multi-site license is also available for businesses and
organisations with over six sites.

In Focus & latest news

Through our in-house writing team, we publish our own 'In Focus'
articles and provide access to topical news content.

Our intuitive system means that news feed content adapts to
whatever you are viewing within Cedrec.

Index & search

Comprehensive search options enable users to find specific
legislation using an 'index' facility, or a search bar to locate
information using only key words.
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Access to specialist knowledge

User-friendly system and easy navigation

With its user-friendly layout and intuitive navigation design,
Cedrec provides key topics for each of our subscriptions.

Cedrec Energy, Environment, Safety and Planning all follow
the same format, with introductions, relevant legislation and
guidance under easily identified category titles.

Legal know-how

As well as simplifying legislation, our team of legal authors
and specialist consultants can help with any issue its users
find particularly challenging.

With over twenty five years experience, we have extensive
knowledge that we are happy to share with subscribers when
they really need it.
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Monthly bulletins

Our free bulletins list all new legislation, guidance and
consultations for the previous month and provide a handy insight
into relevant news articles relating to each subscription.

You can register for them at cedrec.com/r/free-bulletin

Events

We love to put on an event. Signing up to Cedrec’s bulletins will
make sure you don't miss any of our Roadshows, workshops or
training opportunities!

See for yourself

The best way to appreciate the benefits of Cedrec is to see them
for yourself.

You can sign up for a free trial, a monthly webinar or arrange your
own personal teledemo.

For more information email sales@cedrec.com


